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Abstract 

Purpose: This study compared the sensory organisation and reactive balance control of amateur 

rugby players and a control group.  Methods: Forty-one participants amateur rugby players (22 

males: 19 females; mean height ± SD = 168.8 ± 8.8cm; mean weight ± SD = 63.9 ± 12.5kg) and 

31 control participants (22 males: 9 females; mean height ± SD = 171.5 ± 10.3cm; mean weight 

± SD = 63.8 ± 10.3kg) completed the study. Their sensory organisation and standing balance 

performance were evaluated using a sensory organisation test (SOT), and their reactive balance 

performance was quantified using a motor control test (MCT). The SOT equilibrium scores (ES) 

and sensory ratios and the MCT motor response latencies were the major outcome measures. 

Results: The results revealed that compared to the controls, amateur rugby players had lower 

SOT ESs under different sensory environments (P < 0.001, ηp
2 = 0.142–0.254) and prolonged 

reactive motor response times in the MCT (P < 0.001, d = 0.890). The vestibular and visual 

ratios were also lower in the rugby group (P = 0.005, ηp
2 = 0.107 and 0.108, respectively). No 

significant difference was found in the somatosensory ratio (P = 0.853, ηp
2 < 0.001) between the 

two groups. Conclusions: Amateur rugby players demonstrated inferior standing balance 

performance compared to their non-trained counterparts. They relied less heavily on vestibular 

and visual inputs to maintain standing balance under different sensory environments. In addition, 

they reacted more slowly to postural disturbance, reflecting their suboptimal reactive balance 

ability in standing.  
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Introduction 

Rugby is an Olympic sport and a fast growing recreational sport. There are over 7.23 

million rugby players in over 120 countries around the world (World Rugby, 2015a). This sport 

is physically demanding, requiring players to have an excellent physical profile, especially power 

(Hendricks, Karpul, & Lambert, 2014) and repeated-sprinting ability (Ross, Gill, & Cronin, 

2015). Sprinting and physical collisions (contact events) are very common during rugby games 

(World Rugby, 2015b; 2015c). Therefore, as a contact sport, the incidence of injuries, 

particularly concussion, is very high among rugby players. According to a recent epidemiology 

study, there were approximately 8.3 and 4.5 concussions/1000 player-match-hours in rugby 

sevens and rugby-15s, respectively (Fuller & Taylor, 2015; Fuller, Taylor, & Raftery, 2015). 

It is well known that sport concussion (mild traumatic brain injury) adversely affects 

postural control (balance) performance and is related to sensory organisation deficits (Broglio & 

Puetz, 2008; Howell, Osternig, & Chou, 2015; Parker et al., 2005, 2006, 2007 and 2008; 

Williams, Puetz, Giza, & Broglio, 2015). Sensory organisation refers to the ability of an 

individual to maintain body balance by effectively integrating vestibular, visual and 

somatosensory inputs (NeuroCom, 2008a). Previous studies reported that athletes with a history 

of concussion demonstrated gait instability in the frontal plane especially under divided 

attentions (Howell, Osternig, & Chou, 2015; Parker et al., 2005, 2006 and 2007). In fact, contact 

sports athletes consistently demonstrate unsteady gait and impaired balance performance even in 

the absence of a medically diagnosed concussion (Parker et al., 2008). So, it is plausible that 

rugby players with a history of concussion might have a certain degree of residual balance and 

sensory organisation deficits, even when they appear to be fully recovered (normal 



neurologically) (Howell, Osternig, & Chou, 2015). However, no study has explored the sensory 

organisation of balance control in these apparently healthy rugby players. 

The balance performance of rugby players with no history of injury, but with adequate 

training experience may not be adversely affected. Indeed, it is plausible that they have better 

balance performance, particularly reactive balance performance, than individuals with no 

training, as during rugby games, a successful attack in a one-on-one situation requires the players 

to react instantaneously to different postural disturbances (Brault, Bideau, Craig, & Kulpa, 

2010). Therefore, rugby training per se might be a good reactive balance training regimen as 

long as players are protected from injuries. However, to the best of our knowledge, no study has 

documented the reactive balance ability of rugby players.  

This study had two aims: (1) to compare the sensory organisation of balance control and 

(2) to compare reactive balance control of rugby players in general with those of active controls. 

The results provided a clearer picture of the postural control profiles of amateur rugby players. 

These findings can be used to develop an evidence-based training strategy to improve 

balance/sports performance and reduce injuries among rugby players. 

 

Methods 

Participants 

Amateur rugby players were recruited from local tertiary institutions and rugby clubs 

from June 2014 to July 2015 via convenience sampling. The inclusion criteria were as follows: 

1) aged between 18 and 35 years (young adults); 2) had a minimum of one year of rugby training 

experience; and 3) participated in rugby games (rugby union or rugby sevens) regularly. The 



exclusion criteria were as follows: 1) sustained serious injury within the past 12 months that may 

affect test performance (fully recovered from concussion or other injuries was acceptable); 2) 

chronic disabilities resulting from previous injuries (e.g., functional instability of the knee due to 

a history of anterior cruciate injury or chronic ankle instability resulting from a grade III ankle 

sprain); 3) significant visual, vestibular, sensorimotor, cardiovascular (e.g., hypertension), 

neurological or musculoskeletal disorders; or 4) elite or professional rugby players. Healthy 

active controls were recruited from a local tertiary institute. The eligibility criteria were the same 

as for the rugby group, except that they had no experience in rugby.  

Ethical approval was obtained from the Human Research Ethics Committee of the 

University of Hong Kong. Written informed consent was obtained from each eligible participant 

before the data collection began. All of the participants were screened by a sports scientist 

according to the above inclusion and exclusion criteria. All of the procedures were performed in 

accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. 

 

Outcome measurements 

The data collection was performed by a sport scientist and two trained research assistants. 

It took place in the Human Performance Laboratory of our Institute. Participants were asked to 

avoid vigorous physical activity for 24 h prior to the test day. Demographic and relevant personal 

information such as medical history and injury history were obtained by interviewing the 

participants using a modified physical examination form for a pre-participation physical 

evaluation (American Academy of Pediatrics, 2010). Rugby training histories including training 

volume (h·wk-1), age of onset of training and total years of training were recorded. After the 

face-to-face interview, body height and weight were measured and body mass index (BMI, kg·m-



2) was calculated. 

 

Sensory Organisation Test  

The sensory organisation test (SOT) of the computerized dynamic posturography 

machine (CDP, SMART EquiTest®, NeuroCom® International Inc., OR, USA) was used to 

assess each participant’s sensory organisation of balance control.  The SOT is a valid 

(Guskiewicz, et al., 1997) and reliable (ICC2,3 = 0.35–0.79) (Wrisley, et al., 2007) test to measure 

balance performance in adults. During the test, the participants were required to stand barefoot 

on the force platform (46 × 46 cm dual force plate) of the CDP machine while wearing a safety 

harness to prevent falls. Foot placement was standardized according to the individual’s body 

height. The participants were instructed to stand quietly with their arms at their sides and facing 

forward to the visual surround (Nashner, 1997; NeuroCom, 2008b). 

The SOT consists of a sequence of six sensory (testing) conditions, with three trials for 

each condition. There are three visual conditions (eyes open, eyes closed, sway referenced) and 

two surface conditions (fixed, sway referenced), giving six sensory conditions in total (Table I). 

This test is able to create sensory conflicting situations that stress the adaptive responses of the 

central nervous system, and to assess the individual’s ability to use vestibular, visual and 

somatosensory inputs to balance under these conditions. Each testing trial lasts for 20 s. In this 

study, the participants underwent all six sensory conditions in sequence. A familiarization trial 

was included prior to the actual testing. The centre of force was measured during the test by the 

dual force platform. The machine then calculated the participant’s centre of gravity using the 

centre of force information along with knowledge of the participant’s height. Based on the above 

information, the machine automatically generated an equilibrium score (ES) for each trial of each 



sensory condition. Then, a condition ES was calculated by averaging the ESs of the three trials. 

In addition, a composite ES (i.e., the weighted average of all of the condition ESs), representing 

the participant’s overall balance performance, was generated. An ES of 100 (maximum value) 

indicated excellent balance performance, whereas an ES of 0 (minimum value) indicated a fall 

had occurred. In addition, three sensory ratios (Table I), i.e., vestibular ratio, visual ratio and 

somatosensory ratio, were derived automatically from the ESs. These sensory ratios reflect the 

relative reduction in postural stability when visual and/or somatosensory inputs were disrupted, 

thus forcing the participants to rely primarily on the remaining available sense to balance 

(Nashner, 1997; NeuroCom 2008b). The calculations and implications of the three sensory ratios 

are detailed in Table I. 

 

****Table I near here**** 

  

Motor Control Test 

 The motor control test (MCT) of the CDP machine was used to assess the automatic 

postural response (reactive balance control) of the participants following an unexpected platform 

perturbation. Participants’ foot placement and standing posture during the MCT were the same as 

the SOT. To avoid testing effect and anticipatory postural control, the test was performed once. 

During the test, the participants were instructed to face forward with eyes open and to stand 

quietly with arms by their sides.  

The platform was suddenly translated backward and then forward. Each translation direction 

included three consecutive magnitudes of perturbation – small, medium and large (repeated one 

after another). The MCT consists of a sequence of six translation conditions of three trials each. 



Each translation lasted for less than one second. The distance moved was normalized to the 

participant’s height. The latency (ms) of the motor responses (force response in each leg) to the 

unexpected postural perturbation was measured for each trial. Then, a composite response time 

(ms) was derived based on the average latency scores of the two feet during the medium and 

large platform translations. A longer composite response time indicates a prolonged response to 

external perturbation and a score close to 0 indicates an extremely efficient automatic motor 

response (excellent reactive balance control) (NeuroCom, 2008a; Nashner, 1997; Shepard & 

Janky, 2008). The MCT is a valid and reliable test (ICC2,3 = 0.71–0.86) for measuring reactive 

balance control in adults (Akhbari, et al., 2015).  

Statistical analyses 

The SPSS Statistics 21.0 software package (Armonk, NY: IBM Corp.) was used for all of 

the statistical analyses. Descriptive statistics were used to describe all of the demographic and 

outcome variables. The normality of the data was checked using Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests and 

histograms. The independent t test and chi-square test were used to compare the continuous and 

categorical (e.g., sex) demographic data, respectively, of the rugby and control groups. Then, a 

multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was performed twice to compare (1) the ESs of 

the SOT conditions 1 to 6, and (2) the sensory ratios between the two groups. A multivariate 

analysis was used to obtain the Bonferroni-adjusted P values and control for the overall Type I 

error at 5%. An independent t test was performed to compare the SOT and the groups’ MCT 

composite scores. The effect sizes (partial eta-squared, ηp
2 for the MANOVA and Cohen’s d for 

the independent t test) were also calculated. Partial eta-squared values of 0.01, 0.06 and 0.14 

represent small, medium and large effect sizes, respectively (Cohen, 1988), whereas Cohen’s d 

values of 0.2, 0.6 and 1.2 indicate small, medium and large effect sizes, respectively (Hopkins, et 



al., 2009). A significance level of 0.05 (two-tailed) was adopted for all of the statistical 

comparisons. 

 

Results 

Forty-two amateur rugby players and 32 active control participants were recruited. One 

rugby player was excluded due to a significant musculoskeletal injury within the past 12 months 

that could have affected test performance, and one control participant was excluded for a high 

resting blood pressure. Forty-one participants with regular rugby training (22 males and 19 

females; mean age ± SD = 21.4 ± 2.1 years; mean height ± SD = 168.8 ± 8.8cm; mean weight ± 

SD = 63.9 ± 12.5kg) and 31 control participants (22 males and 9 females; mean age ± SD = 20.6 

± 0.9 years; mean height ± SD = 171.5 ± 10.3cm; mean weight ± SD = 63.8 ± 10.3kg) completed 

the study. No significant differences were found between the demographic variables of the two 

groups (Table II). The rugby training history and injury history are presented in Table II. 

 

****Table II near here**** 

 

The MANOVA results revealed that the ESs for conditions 1 to 6 in the rugby group 

were significantly lower than those of the control group [Hotelling’s Trace = 0.600, F (6, 65) = 

6.495, P < 0.001]. When each individual condition ES was considered, the between-group 

difference remained significant for all of the SOT conditions, except for condition 3. The SOT 

composite score was 8.8% lower in the rugby group (75.83 ± 8.04) than in the control group 

(83.16 ± 3.89) [t (60.835) = –5.102, P < 0.001]. For those outcomes that showed significant 



between-group differences, the partial eta-squared values ranged from 0.142 to 0.254, whereas 

the Cohen’s d value was 1.161, indicating large to very large effect sizes (Table III).  

For the three sensory ratios, the rugby group attained lower values than the control group 

overall (Hotelling’s Trace = 0.148, F (3, 68) = 3.353, P = 0.024). Specifically, the vestibular and 

visual ratios were 10.8% (P = 0.005) and 6.5% (P = 0.005), respectively, lower in the rugby 

group (vestibular ratio = 0.66 ± 0.13; visual ratio = 0.86 ± 0.11) than in the control group 

(vestibular ratio = 0.74 ± 0.09; visual ratio = 0.92 ± 0.04), indicating that participants with rugby 

training relied less heavily on vestibular and visual inputs to balance. Medium effect sizes (0.107 

and 0.108) were found for these between-group comparisons. The somatosensory ratio showed 

no significant difference in mean values between the two groups (P = 0.853) (Table III).  

The MCT composite response time was 8.4% longer in the rugby group (138.24 ± 14.18) 

than in the control group (127.52 ± 9.46) [t (70) = 3.642, P < 0.001]. Cohen’s d value was 0.890 

(medium effect size) (Table III). 

 

****Table III near here**** 

 

Discussion 

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to examine the sensory organisation 

of balance control and reactive balance control in rugby players. In most of the SOT conditions, 

rugby players demonstrated inferior standing balance performance than the healthy active 

controls. This may be related to their altered sensory organisation of balance control. In 

particular, rugby players swayed significantly more when they relied only on vestibular input to 

balance, as reflected by their lower ES scores in SOT conditions 5 and 6, and the vestibular ratio. 



We postulate that the significantly lower vestibular ratio might be due to dysfunction of the 

vestibular system caused by repetitive minor injuries during rugby training or games (Fong & 

Ng, 2012). Indeed, significantly more body sway (in terms of velocity and range) has also been 

found in other contact sport players (e.g., American football players) compared to healthy 

controls (Handrigan et al., 2012). The vestibular system is intricately organised and multiple 

levels of sensory processing are required to maintain equilibrium and proper head and body 

orientation in different environments (Khan & Chang, 2013). It is actually the most stable 

internal sensory source for postural control (Nashner, 1997). However, during rugby games, the 

vestibular apparatus is prone to injury because majority of the impacts were to the tempero-

parietal region and the impact forces sustained by rugby players are very high (Mcintosh, 

Mccrory, & Comerford, 2000). For example, the magnitude of summed forward forces during 

the engagement phase of scrum range from 9100 N to 16500 N in men and 8700 N in women 

(Preatoni, Stokes, England, & Trewartha, 2013). As for tackles, which is the major cause of 

concussion injuries in rugby (Lopez et al., 2016), the impact force can be as high as 536 kg·m·s-1 

(Hendricks et al., 2014). In addition, rugby players sometimes position their head and neck in 

vulnerable positions such as cervical hyper-flexion during the scrum (Lark & McCarthy, 2007). 

All of these unfavourable factors might predispose rugby players’ vestibular system to repetitive 

and minor traumatic injuries. Certainly, further study is required to directly examine the 

vestibular apparatus of rugby players to confirm our postulation.   

Our results also revealed that rugby players rely less heavily on visual input to balance, 

perhaps because visual information is predominantly used for game tactics rather than for body 

balance. This finding is in line with previous studies suggesting that long-term sports training 

(with increasing level of expertise) is associated with a reduction of visual reliance for balance 



(Fong & Ng, 2012; Paillard, et al., 2006), and that somatosensory (proprioceptive and tactile) 

input is the major sensory source for postural stability in high-level athletes (Paillard, et al., 

2006; Vecchio, et al., 2008). 

Regarding the somatosensory ratio (i.e., SOT condition 2 ES/SOT condition 1 ES), rugby 

players were no different than their non-trained counterparts. This finding is in agreement with 

previous studies reporting that the somatosensory function of contact sport (Taekwondo) athletes 

was similar to that of active controls (Fong, Fu, & Ng, 2012). Perhaps because SOT condition 2 

might not be able to differentiate the superior somatosensory function of athletes from controls 

(Fong & Ng, 2012). It is also possible that the activities in which the controlled group were 

involved, were equally sufficient to contribute to the somatosensory function development, thus 

leading to the lack of difference in the somatosensory ratio between groups. Further true 

experimental studies are needed to confirm the results. 

In addition to evaluating the static standing balance ability of the participants using SOT, 

MCT is also used to evaluate the overall latency of automatic postural responses (Akhbari et al., 

2015; NeuroCom, 2008) and the long-loop pathway of the participants (Shepard & Janky, 2008). 

The longer MCT response time demonstrated in our rugby participants indicates they had slower 

lower limb muscular reactions to sudden postural perturbation than healthy active controls, 

perhaps because athletes with intensive sports training have better neuro-motor ability in 

response to sport-specific stimuli, but are less sensitive to other sensory stimuli (Chung & Ng, 

2012) such as anteroposterior platform translation during the MCT. In addition, habitual pre-

programmed reactions developed during rugby training might override the natural reflexive 

postural responses (Shumway-Cook & Woollacott, 2007, p.172–173). For example, repeatedly 

practicing post tackle techniques (i.e., falling and rolling forward after tackle) during rugby 



training (Handrigan et al., 2012; Van Rooyen, Yasin, & Viljoen, 2014) might inhibit normal 

muscle synergies for postural control. As a result, instead of trying to maintain an upright 

standing posture using ankle and hip strategies in response to platform translation, in the present 

study, rugby players tended to fall and use a step strategy to recover body balance (Hasan, 2005; 

Shumway-Cook & Woollacott, 2007) leading to the suboptimal MCT result.  

There are some limitations in this study that should be considered when interpreting the 

findings. First, this was a cross-sectional study. The inferior balance performance of the rugby 

players may be explained by “nature” (genetics) or “nurture” (rugby training). Further 

experimental study is necessary to establish the causal relationship between rugby training and 

balance functions. Second, our participants were amateur rugby players in their early adulthood. 

Therefore, our findings cannot be generalized to rugby players of other age groups or other 

training levels (e.g., elite rugby players). Third, the physical activity level of the participants was 

not quantified that could have confounded the results. Finally, although we found that the 

balance performance of rugby players was inferior to that of no-training controls, we do not 

know whether they actually fell more frequently than normal people in daily life or during sports 

activities. Further studies may identify the exact causes of the poorer balance performance of 

rugby players and its effects on their daily lives. Effective treatment or training strategies could 

then be developed to improve balance performance and prevent injuries among rugby players. 

Despite these limitations, the results of this study may benefit athletes and coaches seeking to 

identify the postural control profile of amateur rugby players.  

 

Conclusion 

Amateur rugby players demonstrated inferior standing balance performance compared to 



their non-trained counterparts. They relied less heavily on vestibular and visual inputs to 

maintain standing balance under different sensory environments. In addition, their reactions to 

postural disturbance were slower, reflecting their suboptimal reactive balance ability in standing.  
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Table I. Sensory organization test conditions and sensory ratio analysis. 

Condition 
Descriptions  Sensory Inputs 

Eyes Platform Surroundings  Visual Somatosensory Vestibular 

1 Open Fixed   Available Available Available 

2 Closed Fixed    Available Available 

3 Open Fixed Sway-referenced  Disadvantage Available Available 

4 Open Sway-referenced   Available Disadvantage Available 

5 Closed Sway-referenced    Disadvantage Available 

6 Open Sway-referenced Sway-referenced  Disadvantage Disadvantage Available 

Sensory ratio analysis 

Somatosensory ratio Condition 2 equilibrium score / 

Condition 1 equilibrium score 

Ability to use input from the somatosensory system to maintain balance 

Visual ratio Condition 4 equilibrium score / 

Condition 1 equilibrium score 

Ability to use input from the visual system to maintain balance 

Vestibular ratio Condition 5 equilibrium score / 

Condition 1 equilibrium score 

Ability to use input from the vestibular system to maintain balance 



Table II. Participant characteristics. 

 Rugby-Training Group 

(n = 41) 

Control Group  

(n = 31) 

P Value 

Demographics    

Age, years 21.4 (2.1) 20.6 (0.9) 0.056 

Sex (male/female), n 22 / 19 22 / 9 0.136 

Height, cm 168.8 (8.8) 171.5 (10.3) 0.226 

Weight, kg 63.9 (12.5) 63.8 (10.3) 0.965 

Body mass index, kg · m-2 22.3 (3.1) 21.6 (1.8) 0.264 

Training history    

Training volume, h · wk-1 6.7 (2.7) ---  

Age of onset training, years 18.2 (2.9) ---  

Length of training, years 3.0 (2.5) ---  

Injury history    

Mild concussion, n (%) 4 (9.8%) ---  

Sprained ankle, n (%) 28 (68.3%) ---  

Sprained knee, n (%) 9 (22.0%) ---  

Lower limb fractures, n (%) 0 (0%) ---  

Means (standard deviations) are presented unless specified otherwise. 

*P < 0.05. 
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Table III. Sensory organization test and motor control test results.  

 Rugby group  

(n = 41) 

Control group  

(n = 31) 

Mean Difference Between Groups 

(Rugby – Control) 

(95% confidence interval) 

P Value Effect Size  

Mean SD Mean SD 

SOT Equilibrium scores  

Condition 1 93.89  (2.08) 95.90  (1.10) -2.01  (-2.83, -1.19) < 0.001* ηp
2 = 0.254 

Condition 2 92.48  (2.77) 94.58  (1.74) -2.10  (-3.23, -0.97) < 0.001* ηp
2 = 0.164 

Condition 3 92.17  (5.42) 93.07  (2.89) -0.90  (-3.04, 1.25) 0.408 ηp
2 = 0.010 

Condition 4 80.74  (10.59) 88.47  (4.45) -7.73  (-11.78, -3.69) < 0.001* ηp
2 = 0.172 

Condition 5 61.84  (12.53) 70.77  (8.61) -8.94 (-14.17, -3.70) 0.001* ηp
2 = 0.142 

Condition 6 55.50  (18.42) 72.59  (8.92) -17.09  (-24.26, -9.92) < 0.001* ηp
2 = 0.244 

Composite 75.83  (8.04) 83.16  (3.89) -7.33  (-10.21, -4.46) < 0.001* d = 1.161 

Sensory ratio    

Somatosensory  0.99  (0.03) 0.99  (0.01) -0.00  (-0.00, 0.01) 0.853 ηp
2 < 0.001 

Visual 0.86  (0.11) 0.92  (0.04) -0.06  (-0.11, -0.02) 0.005* ηp
2 = 0.108 

Vestibular 0.66  (0.13) 0.74  (0.09) -0.08  (-0.14, -0.03) 0.005* ηp
2 = 0.107 

MCT composite 

response time (ms) 

138.24  (14.18) 127.52  (9.46) 10.73  (5.16, 16.30) < 0.001* d = 0.890 

Means (standard deviations) are presented unless specified otherwise. *P < 0.05. 

d: Cohen’s d; ηp
2: Partial eta-squared 
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